Growth and Characterization of p-type InSb on n-type (111) and (110) InSb Substrates using Molecular Beam Epitaxy
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Abstract: In this study, Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) has been used to grow p-type InSb layers on both n’(111) and n(110) InSb substrates. Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) studies along with electro-chemical Capacitance Voltage (CV) profiling system shows reasonable crystal quality on both cases as well as excellent depth impurity profile. Subsequently, using data from C-V profiling, I-V characteristics of these structures were simulated.
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INTRODUCTION

InSb amongst other narrow band gap III-V semiconductors are potentially important for use as Infrared (IR) radiation detectors sensitive in the 5-7 μm range, where the lower wavelength is related to liquid nitrogen temperature and the 7 μm at around room temperature range (Ashley et al., 2000; Johnson, 1999; Norieka and Francome, 1981; Williams et al., 1988). Furthermore polar surface InSb (111) substrates (Lebedev et al., 2007) are widely used for epitaxial growth, whereas (110) InSb is very little used.

The growth of GaAs based multilayer and quantum well structures using MBE has been the subject of our previous study within this laboratory (Mohades-Kassai et al., 1989; Mohammadkhani et al., 2010; Mohades-Kassai, 2000; Kassai and Soufi, 2000; Samkan et al., 2001; Ziabari et al., 2008a, b).

In this study we used both (110) and (111) orientations to grow epitaxial layers of InSb on them to examine whether their I-V characteristics and consequently detectivity would show major difference.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

In this study, InSb layers were grown in a computer-controlled V80H system, where the background pressure with shroud cooled with liquid nitrogen and all the cells on standby was measured to around 10^{-16} Torr.

The polished n'-type InSb (111) substrate for layer No. 50 and n-type InSb (110) substrate for layer No. 51, separately and successively mounted on a preheated molybdenum sample-holder using molten Ga as solder and loaded in the load-lock of the MBE system.

After a pump-down, the substrates were individually transferred to the growth chamber where they were heated to about 420°C under Sb flux. The oxide layers of both samples were desorbed and surface reconstructed as was observed on the RHEED screen (Fig. 1a).

After 5 min outgassing at ~420°C, the substrate temperature was lowered to ~400°C. These temperatures were measured with thermocouples mounted near the surface and had previously been calibrated with actual temperatures. The ratio of Sb to In beam equivalent pressures, measured with an ion gauge was kept near 2-3:1. The growth rate for both layers was 3.5 μm h^{-1} as calibrated previously.

The In Sb and Be shutters were then opened to start growth with intended Be doping level of 1×10^{19} cm^{-3}. Use was made of a calibration of these cells at lower temperatures together with extrapolated vapor pressure data. Conventional outgassing of the cells was carried out immediately prior to growth.

After growing for 1 h and 40 min, a p-type InSb layer with a thickness of 5.5 μm was grown on n'-type InSb (111) substrate (layer No. 50) and after a duration of 2 h, a similar p-type InSb layer with a thickness of 7.0 μm was grown on an n-type InSb (110) substrate (layer No. 51), respectively. During the entire growth period, streaky and bright RHEED patterns were monitored and occasionally photographed (Fig. 1b, c).
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After the above mentioned periods, both growths were terminated and substrates were removed and divided into samples for carrier concentration measurement versus depth using Bio-Rad Electro-Chemical C-V profiling system.

Figure 2a and b show the etch Profile of the layers No. 50 and 51.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulation of the Current-Voltage behavior (I-V) of the grown p-n junction was then performed using numerical solution of the Poisson equation. For simplicity, the layer thickness and the thickness of the ohmic contacts were assumed to be 2 μm for p-region, 4 μm for n-region and 50 nm for the ohmic contacts, respectively. Acceptors in the p-region with an energy level of E, some 50 meV from the valance band and the donors with energy level of 0.7 meV from the conduction band were assumed.
Figure 3a shows the energy band diagram with the relevant Fermi level, 36.82 meV above the conduction band and 21.38 meV above the valence band. This position of the Fermi level with respect to the conduction band and valence band is in accordance with the donors and acceptors of $N_D = 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ and $N_A = 3 \times 10^{10} \text{ cm}^{-3}$, respectively, as measured by the depth profile (Fig. 2). The width of the depletion region as shown in Fig. 3a is 400 nm.

Furthermore, Fig. 3b represents drift velocity of the electrons within the depletion region where the electric field is at maximum. It can be seen that the drift velocity peaks within the 400 nm region which is the verification of the depletion region even further.

In analyzing the results however, one would assume that 400 nm is wider than necessary conditions for carriers to tunnel through. This assumption enables us to use classical calculation rather than quantum approach in L-V characterization. Figure 3c shows simulated I-V characteristics for this junction at 77°C, based on the numerical data obtained from the measured etch profile.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have grown high quality p-type InSb on two different orientations of (111) and (110) InSb substrates by molecular beam epitaxy. The RHEED patterns indicate that the grown layers are of acceptable quality and since the long, streaky and bright patterns persists throughout the growth period, we could conclude that the crystal quality of our layers were standard. This was further verified by measuring the impurity profile in the depth of the layer. The uniformity of the depth profile as shown in Fig. 2 indicate the appropriate incorporation of Be impurity atoms on In sub-lattice sites which in turn suggests that our layers would possess reasonable mobilities.

The other conclusion that one could draw from the above is that the growth temperature was optimum or very near the optimized value.

Finally, the simulation results suggest that although the width of the depletion region is not wide enough for a highly responsive IR detector, nonetheless the p-n junction is configured and if we could grow a π region sandwiched between the two regions, we should in principle be able to obtain a reasonable IR detector. Along the same argument, the other conclusion that we could draw according to the results obtained in this work is that the substrate orientation does not play a major role in the final product.
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